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If playback doesn't start soon, ... Under this guise, as it should be in which case, the rules have completely changed in the 'Star'. If earlier for such
conversations, if they did not find approval from the authorities, they were fired with a wolf ticket, now these conversations simply served as a lever of

pressure on the obstinate.Colleagues knew that the last time Ivan Vasilyevich was summoned to the district committee to get his opinion on how the situation
could be rectified. He agreed that it was necessary to change or adjust the reporting, but he saw the most difficult thing in improving professionalism. And

not much time had passed since that conversation, and Ivan Vasilyevich could no longer live and work without this wonderful habit - to think. - Ivan
Vasilyevich, you will be our leading scientist. Do you have any objections? â€œNo,â€� he answered calmly, although he felt his forearm cramp. And he
surprised himself. In his memory, employees were invariably thrown out of work for talking to their superiors about how good it was to be a boss. Not for

talking, but for talking! - All right, Ivan Vasilyevich. We will work with you for more than one year. Ivan Vasilyevich tossed his head: - Andrey Nikolaevich,
it will be too good. This was again his favorite saying, which meant that at the moment "Asterisk" is doomed to 'bad' in all positions. Andrei Nikolayevich
was silent for a moment and asked: - Do you remember that our team obliges you? In his answer, Ivan Vasilievich was old-fashioned and conservative, like

that pine forest that the chairman of the city executive committee looked after for him. He knew that the reserve needed constant protection, that employees
should greet someone when they met, because this is a sign of good manners and politeness. As for the code of conduct... Nothing new, ordinary collective

farmer and even more. It seems that God himself ordered. However, Andrei Nikolaevich looked at the chief zoologist with some mysterious squint, and Ivan
Vasilievich could not stand it: - And what, Andrey Nikolaevich? He shrugged a little and said: - Well, how to say ... Strictness and again severity! Suddenly

Ivan Vasilyevich smiled. And already quite simply and somehow good-naturedly said: Yes, I don't seem to mind. Yes, now he was ready for anything.
UNTIL
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